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A Conversation on 

Diversity and Inclusion 

at the Workplace 
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Theory of 

Multiple Intelligences*

*Howard Gardner

1. Linguistic

2. Mathematical/ Logical

3. Visual/ Spatial

4. Physical/ Kinesthetic

5. Musical

6. Interpersonal

7. Intrapersonal

8. Naturalist



Diversity defined…

-- the quality or state of having many different 

forms, types, ideas, etc.

-- the state of having people who are different 

races, or who have different cultures in a group 

of organisations.

-- Webster



http://gladstone.uoregon.edu/~asuomca/diversityinit/definition.html
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http://gladstone.uoregon.edu/~asuomca/diversityinit/definition.html

The concept of diversity 

encompasses acceptance and 

respect.

It is about understanding each 

other and moving beyond simple 

tolerance to embracing and 

celebrating the rich dimensions of 

diversity contained within each 

individual.

Respect & inclusion at Deloitte - YouTube[via torchbrowser.com].mp4
Respect & inclusion at Deloitte - YouTube[via torchbrowser.com].mp4


What is the difference between diversity 

and inclusion?

Diversity is what you have (fact)

Inclusion is what you do (action)



What is the difference between diversity 

and inclusion?

 Diversity is simply a representation of many 

different types of people  (gender, race, 

ability, religion, etc.)

 Inclusion is the deliberate act of welcoming 

diversity and creating an environment where 

all different kinds of people can thrive and 

succeed. 

Source: Tiffany Jana, CEO at TMI Consulting Inc. 



Inclusion vs Exclusion
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“What Does An 
Inclusive 

Work Environment 
Look Like?”
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Global Diversity and Inclusion: 

Perceptions, Practices and 

Attitudes.  A Study for the Society 

for Human Resource 

Management (SHRM)

Global Diversity and Inclusion: Perceptions, Practices and Attitudes A Study for the 

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) Conducted by the Economist 

Intelligence Unit

Global Diversity Readiness Index 

Country List (47)

1. Heterogeneity of a country’s 

general population;

2. Levels of Diversity attitudes in the 

workplace;

3. Societal attitudes towards 

minorities

4. Diversity and Inclusion among 

publicly elected officials, and

5. Existence and enforcement of 

equal-rights laws

42. The Philippines
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http://www.rappler.com/nation/96053-pal-flight-

attendants-win-case
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DBM Day Care and Lactation Room
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Breastfeeding Room
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Most PWD Friendly Mall in the Philippines

I am very happy to learn 

about this unique model that 

SM is implementing where 

the principles of PWD 

inclusion are integrated with 

work. I really want to 

commend SM for the great 

job they are doing here and 

for being a leader in PWD 

advocacies.”

Judith Heumann, U.S. Special 

Advisor on Disability Rights
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http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/05/12/1582469/

first-transgender-politician-wins-seat-congress
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Benefits of Workforce Diversity & Inclusion

 Improved understanding of those 
you work for, with, and around.

 Creates a work environment that 
allows everyone to reach their full 
potential.

 Provides multiple perspectives on 
problem solving.

 Better performance outcomes.
 Increases employee productivity.
 Increased retention rates.
 Boosts employee morale.
 Improved customer relations.
 Reduces complaints and grievances.
 It’s the right thing to do!
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Mindset of new workforce…
is about access and interaction … anytime, 

anyplace.



About Whom Are We Speaking?

Generation Y
(Born between 1982 and 2002)

Millennials Digital Natives
(William Strauss & Neil Howe) (Marc Prensky)

Net Generation



Generational Differences

Gen X Gen Y
• Digital Immigrants
• TSL – technology as 

a second language
• Speak with a “digital 

accent”

• Digital Natives 

• Technologically fluent



Attitudes ……..

Source: Educause

TV Generation 

“Boomers”

PC Generation

“Gen X”

Net Generation

“Gen Y”

Web What is it? Web is a tool Web Is 

oxygen

Community Personal Extended 

Personal

Virtual

Perspective Local Multi-national Global

career One career Multiple career Multiple 

inventions

Loyalty Corporation Self Soul

Authority Hierarchy Unimpressed Self as expert



Source: Educause

Mindset 

about

Baby Boomers Generation X Generation Y

Life Want to “ make a 

difference”

They are self-reliant and 

seek a balance in their 

life

They are fun driver 

and believe in 

“NOW”

Career Focus on 

developing through 

opportunities within 

the organisation

Take a pro-active 

approach to career 

development through 

more degrees and 

experiences both within 

and outside of the 

organisation

They seek more 

experiences and 

opportunities. If they 

don’t get it at their 

work, they will seek it 

elsewhere.

Work Higher priority for 

work over

Question authority 

figures and are 

responsible for creating 

the work/ life balance 

concept.

They are ambitious 

and multitasking and 

always looking for 

“what’s next.”



But wait….



The first generation of the 21st Century has arrived!



GEN Z

1996 - ONWARDS



GEN Z Revealed

• Born in the mid 90’s 

• The first truly digital and global generation. Has 

never known the world without internet, and

smartphone;

• They crave for both financial and workplace 

security more than Gen Y;

• They are used to change and weather it well, but 

more cautious in navigating it;

• They can be described as entrepreneurial,

innovative and passionate.

• They forge their own path



MILLENIALS GEN Z

Tech Savvy: 2 screen at once Tech Innate: 5 screens at once

Communicate with text Communicate with images

Curators and Sharers Creators and Collaborators

Now focused Future focused

Optimists Realists

Want to be discovered Want to work for success

VS

Who are they to you?



 Practice positive, constructive work habits in the workplace; 

work cooperatively towards a common goal. 

 Live up to the social contract; contribute to your fullest potential; 

strive for excellence.

 Recognize and respect others and their individuality.

 Think before you speak and be sensitive to others.

 Talk about your differences and ask tactful questions about how 

people want to be treated.

 Eliminate stereotypes and generalizations.

How Can Employees Promote 

Diversity and Inclusion?



 Lead employees by example; respect people and differences in 

the workplace.

 Create a welcoming, inclusive environment in which to conduct 

business.

 Incorporate diversity in policies, strategic plans, operational 

procedures.

 Learn and practice early conflict resolution strategies.

 Practice regular, effective, and open communication; empower 

your employees; requires trust.

 Demonstrate executive commitment to diversity on an ongoing 

and regular basis.

 Walk the talk.

How Can Managers Promote 

Diversity and Inclusion?



Millennials vs old

Millennials Show Us What ‘Old’ Looks Like - YouTube[via torchbrowser.com].mp4
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CSC MC 12, s. 2016: Leadership 

Competency Framework

Five Leadership Competencies

1. Thinking Strategically and 

Creatively

2. Leading Change

3. Building Collaborative and 

Inclusive Working 

Relationships

4. Managing Performance and 

Coaching Results; and

5. Creating and Nurturing High 

Performing Organisation






